
LumenRadio

Visit the LumenRadio website

LumenRadio was founded with a clear vision of how wireless technology would change the lighting industry. 

This belief,  shared by all of us at LumenRadio, together with a strong culture of entrepreneurship and innovation 

defines who they are. LumenRadio is leading the wireless transformation within the lighting industry, by 

consistently being first to introduce new ground-breaking technology.

Reliability

LumenRadio’s reliability comes from developing products with feature sets that assure successful operation
even in worst-case environments. It also comes through designs that withstand daily wear and tear in harsh
environments. Reliability also comes from their manufacturing and testing processes that makes sure that the
products shipped always fulfil the most rigorous requirements.

For this reason, all products are manufactured and tested locally in Sweden in compliance with the latest
applicable quality and environmental standards. All products proudly carry the “Made in Sweden” mark.
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LumenRadio are dedicated to building a world-class support team who assist our customers when needed.
Customers all around the world use the products for challenging concerts and live projects, permanent
architainment installations and projects in extreme outdoor environments. The team are always glad to help.

Technology

The team believe in pleasantly surprising customers with new innovations and groundbreaking technology. In
fact, they have released twenty new products over the last four years, winning numerous awards for innovation
and business excellence. LumenRadio’s CRMX technology has between 2009 and 2013 won more awards for
technical achievements and excellence than any competitor in our market segment.

Peter Kirkup with Martin Michaud and Ludwig
LePage

In South Africa we have found much joy working with Peter Kirkup, VP of Entertainment at LumenRadio. He may
be young, passionate in the kitchen and an extensive traveller, but he is super smart and it really has been great
to spend time with him on numerous occasions. Being able to supply LumenRadio is an exciting venture and
DWR is pleased to house this brand to those seeking wireless.

Peter Kirkup with Elaine

He is also the founder of the Blue Room technical forums for backstage discussion online. Peter describes
himself as a ‘recent import to Sweden, frequent flier and compulsive baker’, and tweets his way around the
world’s airports (@pkirkup).
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